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Enhancing Workplace
Safety: An In-Depth
HSE Case Study



In today's rapidly changing industrial
landscape, the paramount importance
is given to the safety and well-being of
employees. This case study explores
our deployment of an advanced Health
and Safety Engineering Management
Solution. This deployment aimed to
enhance workplace safety, streamline
operational procedures, and guarantee
adherence to regulatory norms.
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Overview

We make occupational health and safety more
accessible, more affordable, and more effective for
all. We are unashamedly obsessed with one goal i.e.

InUnison is a Canadian Health & Safety company
established with a focus on prioritizing the well-
being of workers. SoftServ, a global technology
consulting and engineering company, has forged an
exclusive partnership with InUnison. This alliance
aims to co-create advanced solutions for Health,
Safety, and Environment (HSE), serving a diverse
clientele with comprehensive services including
safety program management, incident tracking,
corrective actions, dynamic SOP document
generation, and more.

MAKING THE WORLD A SAFER PLACE TO WORK
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Overview
InUnison is a multi-tenant SaaS platform created to
provide organizations of all sizes with access to a
Health and Safety Management System (HSMS) for
regulatory compliance and fostering a safety culture.
Leveraging proprietary intellectual property and
years of OHS expertise, we've integrated knowledge
into our platform to educate users, ensure
compliance, and promote safety culture.

InUnison is
Delivered through a Software as a
Service (SaaS) model
Deployable down to the Worker
level
Designed to be highly scalable 
Supports translation of up to 133
languages 

InUnison-InTrac
Enterprise Toolset

Health and Safety Program
Event Reporting
Corrective Action Registry
Credential Management
Form Builder 
MyDocs Content Repository
InUnison Advisory Services
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The combination of rich content, world class technology and intellectual
property obtained over the past 25 years, InUnison is designed to create
digital Health and Safety Programs tailored to each specific National
Occupational Code (NOC), WCB Code or Classification Unit, within any
jurisdiction in North America. 
The Health and Safety Program is administered and maintained for our
clients, so they can take comfort in knowing that it is always compliant with
the current regulations enabling them to focus their efforts on utilising
safety processes with their workforce to lower risk and minimize loss.
The InUnison digital Health and Safety program content (Policies,
Practices, Procedures and Forms) are based on regional WCB
requirements and classification codes specific to ICBA Members across
Canada. The program mapping will be based on any region ICBA is
currently active in, however any other jurisdiction in North America can be
added as the ICBA roadmap.
ICBA members will have access to review and acknowledge policies and
safe work practices via their mobile or desktop devices. Permission groups
will provide security trim to control access to Standard, Management and
Administrators. 

Health & Safety Content
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The InUnison Platform is fully integrated, meaning all health, safety
and operations information is in one place, and provides
comprehensive real time information driven by each module within
the system, this provides data and insights into business and are
highly valuable to all stakeholders. 
InUnison includes a suite of tools to record Events, prioritize, assign,
track Corrective Actions, and execute Tasks which drive real time
notifications. All information is displayed at either the organizational
or worker level to ensure efficient and effective management, and the
communication of all relevant health, safety, and operations
information.

Event Reporting & Corrective
Action Management
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Events, Corrective Actions, and Credentials and notifications are configured with dynamic
workflow. Based on type, severity, priority, location, shelf life and reporting groups.
Notifications alert stakeholders of upcoming events or actions as they occur. Pre/Post
notifications are also configurable to provide reminders of overdue actions and tasks. 

Notifications
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The InUnison Credentialing identifies job positions within ICBA. These job positions are mapped to the training
requirements by position. 
Expiry dates triggers notifications to users and their supervision, ensuring all team members are recertified prior to
any non-compliance. 
Users are mapped to their job position to simplify tracking and management of credentials. 
InUnison empowers the user or administrator to upload valid training tickets into the system using their mobile
device or desktop access.

Credentialing
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InUnison has embedded a powerful form builder to transform your
business critical forms into digital event forms. Finally, an application
that adapts to your business vs. having to settle for a form that could
work... The InUnison form builder allows workflow to be incorporated
into the form, instructions to the user and ease of use to develop "pick
one, multiple choice, or custom question sets". Alternatively, use our
library of forms and edit to the needs of your workforce.

Form Builder
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HSE Program
Our safety programs are OHS
compliant and meet requirements for
the Certificate of Recognition (COR)
program and third – party sites such
as ISNetworld ComplyWorks and
Avetta.

OHS Event Reporting
Our online Event Reporting system
allows users to record and track
regulatory requirements such as
Inspections, Hazards, Near Misses,
Job/Task Observations, and Incidents
to improve safety culture.

Operations & Maintenance
Automate your administrative business
practices to create the highest level of
efficiency possible within your organization.
From your Operations and HSE to your Human
Resource (HR) and Finance groups, you will
be surprised how easy it can be to organize
work and improve productivity levels.

Competency
Companies can often find themselves
challenged by the inability to track the
competency of their employees.
Our Competency Management system
allows users to build a database of job
roles and required competencies and skill
levels.

Training Tracking
With a built-in training needs matrix
based on position, you can effortlessly
manage safety ticket renewals with
email notifications so training will never
lapse. Electronic filing your safety
tickets lets you know that they are all
catalogued in the same place.

Management of Change (MOC) is a best
practice used to ensure that risk is
controlled when a company makes design,
engineering, and process changes in their
facilities, control streams, documentation,
or operations.

The Document Hub (DocHub) provides
the ability for users to access relevant
documents such as Emergency Response
Plans, Safety Data Sheets (SDS), Site
Specific Operating Procedures, Forms
etc. on any mobile device.

Management of Change DocHub

Integrated HSMS
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Experience Matters
We are a team based in Canada and India, composed of passionate individuals with extensive experience in
Operations, Maintenance, Health and Safety, both nationally and internationally. Our goal is to enhance global
workplace safety by offering creative cloud-based solutions for Operations and Occupational Health and Safety. We
complement these offerings with advisory and management services to evaluate and facilitate organizational
transformations.

Our History
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jweaver@inunison.ca
manoj@softserv.in

Email

inunison.io
softserv.in

Website

+91 876 400 9191 (IND)

+1 910 300 9191 (USA)
+61 288 06 0091 (AUS)

Call us

Get In Touch
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